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Welcome to our Library

We asked 100 women in our lives - from toddlers to eighty year olds - to share with us 
one book by a woman and to tell us why they picked it for our virtual Women's Library.

ThisThis list of childhood classics, practical manuals, bonkbusters, philosophical epics, 
searing poetry and downright enjoyable comfort reads has opened up for us the variety 
and power of books by women being read in the 21st Century. It is an absolute joy for us 
to share them with you, and we’d also like to invite you to add to the shelves of our 
virtual Women's Library by sending us your own selection via the #100women100books 
Facebook page or the contact form on the Spreadsheets & Moxie website.

InIn this pamphlet we’ve also included our own responses; Sarah’s collage poem created 
from the reasons people chose their book for our virtual Women's Library, and Viccy’s 
essay from our residency in the Compton Verney Women’s Library in January 2017. 

#100women100books#100women100books is run by Viccy Adams and Sarah Salway, two UK writers who 
share a love of loud conversation, engaging books and discovering surprises in libraries. 
Our inspiration for this list came from a joint residency in the historic Women's Library 
at Compton Verney, believed to have been created in the 1860s by Georgiana Verney, 
wife of the reclusive 17th Lord Willoughby de Broke and an enthusiastic champion of 
women’s education, reading and suffrage. The library contains a decorative double 
bookcase of fake books, representing many of the important works by the women writers 
ofof Georgiana’s time. Imaginary libraries such as this were popular in Victorian Britain, 
with many famous people, including Charles Dickens, creating their own. But Compton 
Verney’s is unusual – potentially unique – in containing only representations of books by 
women.

Our residency at the Compton Verney Women's Library in January and July 2017 has 
been part of a year of research and development into professionalism for women in the 
creative arts. This period of R&D – including #100women100books – has been 
supported by public funding from Arts Council England and with the assistance of some 
fabulous partners. We’d like to thank all the staff at Compton Verney for their warm 
welcome and assistance during our stay, and - of course - everyone who took the time to 
think about and share with us the books by women that have made a difference to them.

FindFind out more about Spreadsheets & Moxie and add your choice of book to our virtual 
library: www.spreadsheetsandmoxie.wordpress.com

Find out more about Compton Verney’s historic Women's Library and plan your visit: 
www.comptonverney.org.uk
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This Book

This book was my saviour, a mysterious
house with many secrets, a family
I wanted to be a part of, a picture
of a place where you’re never truly alone,

it’s a glittery ladybird hiding on every page,
an invitation to plaan invitation to play, a hymn to the beauty
of ordinary people - I still remember when
and where I read it for the first time.

This book is a career woman who finds 
out she’s pregnant, a woman unconstrained.
Despite not being a beautiful princess,
she is a force, her voice urgent and gripping.

AA brave, taboo breaking, fearless woman,
it made me even more determined - 
I’d like to go on adventures with her,
she makes me believe we’ll go to Mars.

Just realised, re-read, re-capture,
recognise, reawaken, now realise
we are all the possibility of everything.
One of these days I’ll read it again.One of these days I’ll read it again.

Sarah Salway  
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#100Women100Books

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Dear Ijeawele, or a Feminist Manifesto 
in Fifteen Suggestions
“Because“Because this is the most succinct, accessible and relevant explanation I have 
come across of what feminism means today. I gave this book to my daughter – she 
loved it and it has provoked much discussion. I gave it to a friend’s daughter for 
her 21st birthday and it led to lively debates for the whole family at the dinner 
table. It is engaging, funny and thought-provoking – an essential read for all in our 
modern world.” 

Sally Beazley-Long
  
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Americanah
“An epic novel of such intelligence that looks at identity, otherness, loss and 
poverty/money as it takes us from Nigeria to the US and back with an 
uncomfortable stop observing contemporary Britain.” 

Jane Kirwan
 
Chimamanda NgoziChimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Americanah
“Americanah was eye opening to me. That novel made me stop and realise my 
assumptions about how far we've come as a 'post racial' society in the US or UK 
were really off. The struggles of the protagonists seem particularly relevant now 
with the recent resurgence of so many alt-right and anti immigrant viewpoints in 
both of those nations.” 

Alexandra Rannik 

DianaDiana Athill, Stet
“This is a woman entirely unconstrained by prevailing views on the role of women 
in society, fiercely intelligent, who successfully forged an independent and 
unconventional life that is entirely true to her own values. A clear thinking, 
taboo-breaking, fearless woman who over the years has bravely faced up to her 
own shortcomings and difficulties along the way and then shared her experiences 
with the rest of us: an inspiration.” 

Stephanie JacksonStephanie Jackson
 
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice
“I love the characters and the humour. It is the only book I have read several times 
over the years. However, I would be surprised if it was not also chosen by other 
people.” 

Pat Thompson

AndAndrea Barratt, Ship Fever
“A wonderful collection of botany-inspired short stories, which are entertaining 
and beautifully written and also one of my favourite examples of how to slip 
science into fiction so lightly and in service, above all, of the story.” 

Tania Hershman
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Malorie Blackman, Noughts and Crosses
“Made me think about equality in a way that I could feel, rather than just 
understand.” 

Rachael Salway
 
Enid Blyton, The Magic Faraway Tree
“It“It was the first proper book I read aged about 9 /10. I remember crying when I 
finished it and being completely transported by it, leading me to go on to read 
every other book she wrote that I could get my hands on. I think my love of 
reading started at this point and I still always find myself immersed in whatever 
fiction I have to hand. I think it also sparked my imagination for creative story 
writing as a little girl. I couldn’t wait for my daughter Lily to read this one for 
herself so I read it to her when she was about 5!” 

Emma HalpinEmma Halpin
 
Enid Blyton, First Term at Malory Towers
“This“This kept coming back to me as a book that was incredibly influential in my 
formative years. I have been a lover of her books since I was able to first pick them 
up: tracing her signature from book covers is why I sign my B initial as I do! As 
an only child, the world of Malory Towers held huge appeal to me as it painted a 
picture of a place where you were never truly alone, a place where girls made their 
own decisions, choices that often went against what the establishment deemed 
appropriate for them. Those novels were escapism and I do believe they are, in 
somesome part, responsible for why I ended up in St Andrews – a town on the sea full 
of posh girls with names like Georgina and Catherine, haha!” 

Barbara Whearty
 
Enid Blyton, The Famous Five
“Always thought when I was young it would be great to do exactly what they did 
and have great adventures and great picnics.” 

Karen Adams

Yangzom Brauen, Across Many Mountains
“The extraordinary story of three generations of women in Tibet. A very uplifting 
book.” 

Gay Salway
 
Charlotte Brontë, Villette
“Because“Because of her insistence on her right to love and be loved despite not being a 
beautiful princess.” 

Amy Caldwell-Nichols
 
A. S. Byatt, Possession
“A big book in all senses, but I remember reading it and being blown away by how 
well it was constructed.” 

JudyJudy Adams
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A. S. Byatt, The Djinn in the Nightingale's Eye
“I love it because it honours the tradition of the storyteller. It conjures the image 
of an old wise woman weaving words into the fabric of the old and the new. It is 
dreamy and magical, intricate and intelligent.” 

Kira Sara

Jung Chang, Wild Swans
“It“It follows three generations of woman who grew up in China. I read it when I was 
traveling in Asia at 19 with an awful boyfriend who I promptly dumped as soon as 
I got back to Heathrow: the book was my saviour. It brought me so much strength 
to read about what these women had had to live through. I don't think I've ever 
been so absorbed in a book since. It has been totally unforgettable and stayed with 
me all these years. It still sits in my bookshelf covered in yellowing and crispy 
sellotape; one of these days I'll read it again.” 

Helen BishopHelen Bishop
 
Caryl Churchill, Top Girls
“Just seems to say it all to me really. I think she is still so very underrated and such 
a pioneer on so many levels. I have never seen it performed so selfish motives in 
here too… maybe if more women read it there would be a bigger chance of that!” 

Cas Donald
  
Hillary Rodham Clinton, Living History
““I read this when it came out in 2004, at the tender age of 24 (basically the only thing 
I have left given to me by my ex fiance!) and it stuck with me. It's a really fascinating 
insight into being the wife of a rising star in politics when the woman is clearly the 
smarter and more accomplished one. It's intriguing to note that she was basically a 
Republican when she was younger but her views became progressively more liberal. 
I guess it's not a typically feminist book as she is describing her time in the shadows, 
but you get the feeling that had she been born in the same generation as us things 
wouldwould be very different. I think for many she can be a divisive character and I don't 
adhere totally to her politics now but the book really gives you a sense of how far 
and how hard she had to work to get where she was, yet it was almost easy for her 
smooth talking husband. One other interesting point is that I really felt that 
regardless of what Bill had done they were a team and that she genuinely wanted to 
be with him. I don't think that ever came across in the press; everyone assumed she 
stayed with him out of a sense of wifely duty, but I think it was because she wanted 
to.to. She doesn't give the impression of being a woman who would stay with her 
husband because it was appropriate. It's not the easiest read as I don't think prose is 
her talent but I really loved it. I think it was really my first proper glimpse of how 
frustrating it must have been for intelligent women of our parents’ generation and 
how hard it was. I know we have a way to go to get to a point of proper equality and 
I can relay many, many stories of #everydaysexism in medicine, but at least the 
women are there now.” 

Harriet Caldwell-Nichols
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Barbara Cooney, Miss Rumphius
“Although“Although this is a children's book (or maybe because of it) this teaches important 
lessons in a seemingly simple, though profound way. The book begins with her as 
a child, watching her grandfather carve the figureheads of boats. Through him, one 
generation passes down an important truth as he explains to her that to have a 
successful life, she must do three things: make good friends, travel, and leave the 
world a more beautiful place. The story seems simple, but really, I believe this is a 
book with a complex message. It is about how a woman artist can live a fulfilled 
lifelife that defies expectations in a difficult world. What is important in life? Love, 
beauty, creativity in all its forms, inclusion.” 

Sue Guiney
 
Jilly Cooper, Riders
“For me it has got to be a Jilly Cooper. I'll go with Riders, as although I think Polo 
is better written, Riders was the first of the Rutshire Chronicles and introduced me 
to the fascinating world of the posh, horsey and promiscuous. She creates such 
fabulous characters (both human and animal) and the books are really brought to 
life in your head. I have re-read it several times.” 

Natalie Allan
 
Marian Coutts, Marian Coutts, The Iceberg
“One of the strongest memoirs I have read in recent years. A beautifully crafted 
book, it demonstrates how compassion, discipline and structure can hold 
everything together in the face of extreme adversity, how women do this superbly 
in their lives and in their writing.” 

Clare Best
 
Deborah CDeborah Crombie, Kissed a Sad Goodbye
“Though“Though Crombie is not the only detective novelist to include a male senior 
colleague and a junior woman, she's the only one I've encountered who engages 
with all of the issues of women in the workplace. In this novel, Gemma James, the 
junior woman, has to decide whether or not to pursue a promotion. Choosing a 
promotion would mean breaking up the detective partnership that has developed 
over the past 5 novels in the series – and creates a problem for maintaining the 
investigative team for Crombie – not pursuing it means giving up her career for a 
man.man. All this is exacerbated by the romantic relationship she has with this senior 
colleague, her role as a single mother, and the co-parenting juggling that she does 
with her colleague. It's an excellent engagement with the issues of the professional 
woman wrapped in an enjoyable mystery! Also, I love that I've superseded 
Tullet!” 

Malcah Effron
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Elizabeth David, An Omelette and A Glass of Wine
“Because she changed the way we cooked and enjoyed food in Britain – for the 
better. Also such an interesting life and marriage.” 

Penny Brookes
 
Joan Didion, Slouching Towards Bethlehem
“She“She brings a journalistic precision, clarity and dispassion to her fictional stories 
of people on the edge, and a devastating insight into her analysis of 
apparently-tangential stories which somehow capture the state of the nation.”    

Katie Campbell
 
Annie Dillard, Holy the Firm
“In“In The Writing Life, Dillard refers to Holy the Firm as “a favourite, difficult 
book, a true account of three consecutive days on an island on the Northwest 
coast”. It focuses on the relationship between four central events: a moth trapped 
in a candle, a flaming god falling from the sky, a plane crash that burns the face off 
a young girl and the baptism of Christ in a saltwater bay. Because of the peculiarity 
of these events it has is often been mislabelled as a novella, and critics have even 
gone so far as to suggest that it was, perhaps, written under the influence of drugs. 
HoweverHowever one might categorise Holy the Firm, it is quite possibly the most 
incredible book I have ever read, and one which demands rereading. It is startling, 
illuminating and revelatory, and demonstrates Dillard’s incredible deftness with 
language, craft and image. It is a pilgrimage to the “Western rim of the real...the 
fringy edge where elements meet and realms mingle, where time and eternity 
spatter each other with foam”.” 

Kris Johnson
 
Julia Donaldson & Lydia Monks, What The Ladybird Heard Next
“I like it because there is a glittery ladybird hiding on every page.” 

Hannah Adams

Carol Ann Duffy, The World's Wife
“This“This collection reminds us we can be clever and have a big heart and a sense of 
humour – poetry as powerful as any polemic and highly entertaining at the same 
time.” 

Pamela Johnson
 
George Eliot, Middlemarch
“I’d“I’d nominate the magnificent Middlemarch because it brilliantly describes a 
provincial Victorian world whose characters have the same needs, desires and 
frailties that we all do, and because at the heart of the novel is a true heroine who 
ultimately triumphs despite a terrible choice of husband, and the restrictions 
society places on her.” 

Tamsin Barrett
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Eleanor Estes, The Hundred Dresses
“It's stayed with me as an example of the beauty of imagination and the escape it 
affords, how cruel we can be – and how, once we acknowledge we've been cruel, 
we can't always put it right.” 

Anna Lambert

Donna Farhi, The Breathing Book
“Because breathing right is one of the most important things we can do.” “Because breathing right is one of the most important things we can do.” 

Anna Robertshaw

Oriana Fallaci, Lettera a un bambino mai nato
“The“The author started her career as a journalist posted in war zones and was a very 
controversial activist for women's rights. Her books vary from historically 
accurate to fully fictional. I haven't read them all as they often treat themes that I 
sometimes struggle to relate to, or are written in an Italian that is not quite so 
current. My favourite book of hers is Lettera a un bambino mai nato (Letter to a 
child never born) and it is about a career woman that finds out she's pregnant and 
realises this will mean the end of her career, especially since it was a one-night 
stand.stand. She talks to the little 'invader' that took over her body as if she wants to get 
rid of it, but throughout the book she gets attached to the little man. The whole 
book is her dialogue with her baby. I love her books because of the strength that 
there is in all of them, whether she speaks of war or work, her personal life or 
fictional characters. I grew up wanting to be her and the characters in her books.”

 Martina Arata

Elena Ferrante, Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay
“The novel itself is the third of the Neapolitan Quartet and sees Elena and Lila in 
their thirties; Ferrante ruthlessly shows the relationship between gender and class, 
contrasting the experiences of Elena and Lila, the stifling expectations of 'good 
femininity' and the violence that comes of refusing these. The writing is so 
pointed, so searing – reading it becomes a visceral experience of empathy and 
understanding. But Ferrante (a pen name) is important too: as the acclaim of the 
novels has grown a number of 'exposés' of 'the real Elena' have emerged and tried 
toto out various women who may have written the works; in a novel that talks so 
eloquently about the precarious status of power women achieve when we become 
part of the cultural elite, the fact that this form of violence is done to Ferrante only 
makes her writing more urgent, sharply demanding that we continue to confront 
what it is to be a woman who writes.” 

Sarah Burton

Elena Ferrante, The Neapolitan Quartet
“For its visceral, unsentimental and complex portrait of a life-long female 
friendship set amidst the challenges we all will face, in one way or another, of sex, 
power and death.” 

Angelica Gray
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Eve Garnett, Family from One End Street
“Because it was a family I wanted to be part of.” 

Chrissie Bayley

Stella Gibbons, Cold Comfort Farm
“It is crafty, full of wonderful observations and champions marvellous meddling.”

 Ellie Charles

Elizabeth Gilbert, Elizabeth Gilbert, Eat, Pray, Love
“To many women, putting your needs over others can appear selfish and an 
uncomfortable process at first. But to teach and influence in a positive way, you 
must be authentic to your needs. Respect yourself and others will respect you.”

 Natalie Farrell

Charlotte Perkins Gilman, The Yellow Wallpaper
“Exploring“Exploring oppressive androcentric approaches to medicine in 19th Century 
America, this mesmerising semi-autobiographical short story is an early example 
of l'ecriture feminine, a mode of feminine writing coined over eighty years later by 
Hélène Cixous in The Laugh of the Medusa. Piece by piece, Gilman peels at 
patriarchy's thin veneer. Once read, never forgotten.” 

Joanne Clement

Mairi Hedderwick, The Katie Morag books
“I like the adventures Katie Morag has, and would like to go on them with he“I like the adventures Katie Morag has, and would like to go on them with her.”

 Ianthe Bleakley

Victoria Hislop, The Island
“It conjured up Corfu for me and also made me really think about the old stigmas 
attached to leprosy.” 

Sarah Laurie

Victoria Hislop, The Return
“It“It takes place mostly in Granada and there’s a lot about flamenco dancing, but 
mainly the Spanish Civil War. It was very sad and not a happy book, but very 
interesting.” 

Mary Mason

Eva Hoffman, Lost in Translation
“It“It is such a beautiful and moving story about being 'other' and moving continents. 
It was written almost 30 years ago, but is a highly relevant subject matter for our 
times.” 

Annabel Chown
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Meg Howrey, The Wanderers
“After“After thinking my way through all the amazing classics and women writers on 
my shelves, I've actually decided to go for a brand new book – just published last 
week in fact. The book I choose to recommend is The Wanderers by Meg Howrey. 
(Not just because the main character has the same name as me, honest.) The 
Wanderers is the story of Helen, one of the best astronauts in the world, as she 
prepares to embark on the first ever (wo)manned mission to Mars. It is an 
exhilarating book about exploration and achievement, and also an insightful novel 
aboutabout family and empathy and acceptance. I love this combination of the personal 
and professional, I love Helen's determination and strength of character and 
self-control, and I love the way she makes me believe that we will go to Mars – in 
the words of one of her fellow astronauts, "Helen is magnificent".” 

Helen Sedgwick

Rosalind Hursthouse, On Virtue Ethics
“It is written beautifully and is simple to read and lays out a really important 
ethical standpoint. I enjoyed reading and writing about it during my degree (not 
dry and complicated like other philosophical texts.” 

Lizi Atkinson

P.D. James, Time to be in Earnest
“She was an extraordinary woman and fitted such a lot into her life. Among other 
things she was a member of the House of Lords.” 

Ann SalwayAnn Salway

Tove Jansson, Moominland Midwinter
“Or“Or ‘Moomoolanta’ as I like to call it. This is the first book in Tove Jansson's 
Moomin series and is utterly charming; Moomintroll wakes up in an unfamiliar 
winter landscape, as Moomins normally hibernate through the colder months. At 
first the world is frightening and lonely, but as he begins to meet the denizens of 
winter and learns more about this new world, his fear dissipates. I like these stories 
because they are naïve and charming, but still contain elements of melancholia 
and darkness (such as the character of the Groke), and they are about coming to 
termsterms with the fact that with the sweetness of life comes also the darkness of 
danger and death (to my mind, anyway). The story is also very funny.” 

Maya Kerr Pickin

Jane Kenyon, Let Evening Come
“Because she reminds me of the beauty of life in her simple and exquisite poems 
that speak of both the transient and eternal qualities of existence. Hers is a 
spirituality earthed in the daily realities of life.” 

Victoria Field
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Jessie Kesson, The White Bird Passes
“It treads a fine line between fiction and autobiography, revealing disadvantaged 
lives conventionally untold and illuminates how a child’s imagination, 
compassion and love of language can flourish even with the harshest of starts in 
life. A hundred years since Kesson’s birth, this book remains as luminous and 
remarkable as ever.” 

Linda CracknellLinda Cracknell

Barbara Kingsolver, The Poisonwood Bible
“Because“Because I didn’t choose to buy it but was given it and loved it. I read it a long 
time ago and it launched my love of reading fiction set in Africa and informed me 
that such a thing existed. I tend to now go for black African authors as I am less 
interested in what white folk did in Africa than native perspectives/narratives. I 
think it is amazing that she wrote the entire book 5 times – once from each 
character’s perspective. I like the clash of cultures and religions, the female 
orientation, the marked difference in each female perspective… and of course it is 
aboutabout Africa, my great and lost love!” 

Bec Ervine

Marie Kondo, The Life Changing Magic of Tidying Up
“I find this book practical and inspiring. It shows you how to organize your home 
by decluttering. This process helps us identify our values and understand the 
emotions behind our possessions.” 

Mary Peplow

Ursula K. Le Guin, Lavinia
“In“In this novel, Le Guin takes the silent Lavinia, who barely figures in Virgil’s 
Aeneid, and gives her a life which is full of numinous experience. The gods are 
real, part of the natural world, and Lavinia respects what they tell her. She sees 
both Virgil and Aeneas in her visions; sees Virgil’s depiction of future wars. Le 
Guin sets warfare and the impulse to war alongside sexual drive and aggression, 
yet Lavinia is not men’s helpless victim. She makes the decisions that Virgil 
denies her, claiming her rights (and rites) as a woman. The novel is beautifully 
written,written, compelling from its opening sentence: ‘’I know who I was, I can tell you 
who I may have been, but I am, now, only in this line of words I write.’ Lavinia is 
aware that the poet created her, that she makes herself, that she is made immortal 
by the poet’s song – and, here, by the novelist. Le Guin calls up daily life in 
Lavinia’s Italy as powerfully as Lavinia calls up her visions, creating a narrative 
which feels authoritative and timeless. It’s also highly readable.” 

Jill Clough

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird
“For the power of relationships and what it means to remain a decent human being 
in a divided world. Although written 50 years ago it is so relevant and beautiful.”

 Nathalie Belmas
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Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird
“I still can't get away from how it had a very profound effect on me as a teenager 
growing up. The injustice burned into me and I was very affected by it. I'm now a 
prosecutor but still mindful of the sorrowful tale and its lessons. Pretty timeless 
classic that is (sadly) still as relevant today as it was shocking then.” 

Jemma Eadie

AndAndrea Levy, Small Island
“I was shocked and appalled that such racism existed so recently in Britain.” 

Gill Peplow

Anne Morrow Lindbergh, A Gift From the Sea
“It reminds me that I am never alone in my experiences whatever age I am, and 
that we are valuable and need to make a space for ourselves in our lives.”

Alison Grant
  
Amy Liptrot, The Outrun
“What I liked about it was her beautiful, poetic use of language to describe places 
and nature. It also has a captivating story about growing up, longing and healing 
through time, place, self discovery and Scottish islands.” 

Helen Laurie

Audre Lorde, Sister Outsider
“I've“I've chosen it because it is a bold, thoughtful and courageous collection of essays. 
It explores writing/poetry/the arts as forms of knowledge that are feminine and 
offer a contrast to patriarchal-academic constructs of knowledge. She urges the 
feminist reader to explore and embrace differences of race, class, age, sexuality, 
physical ability, etc. within their understanding of feminism, as they can impact 
women's experiences of oppression differently.” 
                                                                                    Juliana Mensah 
 
Jo Malone, Jo Malone: My Story
“I would recommend Jo Malone: My Story because it is a fascinating tale of a 
female entrepreneur persevering and succeeding against a difficult family 
background despite lacking any formal academic qualifications.” 

Susan Cheyne
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Daphne du Maurier, Rebecca
“From“From the opening sentence to the last words I was hooked. I couldn’t put this 
book down. I first read Rebecca in my late teens and the impact of the characters 
has remained with me ever since. The characters, plot and setting fascinated me. 
The intrigue of the first Mrs de Winter – Rebecca, who is dead before the start of 
the novel, yet her presence is felt throughout the novel. The sinister Mrs Danvers, 
the housekeeper, who was devoted to Rebecca. Then the second Mrs de Winter, a 
character whose first name we never learn throughout the story. She develops 
fromfrom a young naïve girl meeting Max de Winter in Monte Carlo into a stronger 
more assertive woman when mistress at Manderley. The setting, Manderley, 
conjured up wonderful images in my mind of a mysterious house with many 
secrets. It also led me to reading more of Daphne Du Maurier’s books. Stories I 
enjoyed due to her ability to create such magical, enigmatic places and superb 
characters.” 

Jane Mason
 
Daphne du Maurier, Rebecca
“It's such an insightful exploration of complex relationships and the power 
dynamics within them.” 

Catherine Smith

Hollie McNish, Nobody Told Me
“Because it is brave and funny and deliberately drafty and very truthful.” 

Helen LimonHelen Limon

Kerstin Uvnas Moberg, The Oxytocin Factor, Tapping the Hormone 
of Calm, Love and Healing 
“This“This book is a wonderful introduction to the ‘feel good’ hormone, oxytocin, 
released within just 40 seconds of giving someone nurturing touch such as big 
hug. Research by the Touch Research Institute in Miami shows that oxytocin can 
lower blood pressure and heart rate, reduce the level of stress hormones and bring 
a sense of calm…. so the book is essential reading for every woman.” 

Mary Atkinson

Maria Montessori, The Secret of Childhood
“Over“Over a century after Montessori began her inquisitive, fascinating observations 
of children, neuroscience and brain imagery finally catch up with her to provide 
clues to emotional intelligence. Not all but so many of her analysis and 
suggestions about respecting the child as a complete being, about the ways and 
tools to empower them and guide their education still hold true today. Yet, so little 
is known and the old ways to educate continue to damage children, their parents, 
families and societies.” 

Lucie LaurieLucie Laurie
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Caitlin Moran, How to Be a Woman
“This book challenged all my preconceived ideas of what it is to be a woman. 
Quite simply, I never waxed again.” 

Jane Rowlands

Caitlin Moran, How to Build a Girl
“Both a hilarious, poignant and brutally honest account of the struggles of female “Both a hilarious, poignant and brutally honest account of the struggles of female 
teen angst in the search for identity, and a powerful commentary on the unfairly 
rigged nature of our class system. It made me laugh hysterically and rage against 
the system.” 

Annabel Stanley

Toni Morrison, Beloved
“It's“It's a book about slavery narrated from a woman's perspective and definitely one 
of the most powerfully affecting novels I have ever read. I still remember when 
and where I read it for the first time, twenty years after the event.” 

Louise Page

Audrey Niffenegger, The Time Traveler’s Wife
“I“I read this not long after it came out (and long before it was made into a film) and 
was hooked. The main reasons: (i) It's unique: I'd never come across anything that 
could compare to the storyline. (ii) I was impressed with the complexity and thus 
the author: reading kept me hooked not only in the plot itself but its ability to jump 
around in time without confusing you. It must have been so difficult to construct 
parallel story lines and I was left wanting to speak to the author about how they put 
it together. Not something I had really thought about with any other book. (iii) It 
mademade me surprise myself that I actually liked it. I'm not one for fantasy stories or 
elements of sci-fi (in fact I hate this stuff) but it contained elements of all of this 
and I loved it. (iv) It didn't just follow one theme, i.e. a happy book, a thriller, a sad 
theme – it had a bit of everything and yet it worked. (v) I thought about it long after 
I'd finished reading it. Sometimes I'm guilty of book bingeing and they don't really 
stand out or I forgot some of the detail not long after I've read it but I can still 
imagine the frostbite that the main character suffered in this.” 

Alison Bryden

Christiane Northrup, Goddesses Never Age
“I think this is an important book for our time. Living in a society dominated by 
youth culture it is a challenge for women over 50 to set a new example for the 
younger generation to show them the wisdom, beauty and richness of later life 
phases.” 

Susanna Odlin
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Michelle Paver, Chronicles of Ancient Darkness
“I read the first book of the six, Wolf Brother, about 4 years ago, and it instantly 
struck me as a Harry Potter story, set in prehistoric times, and it was just as good, 
if not better, than J.K. Rowling's books.... The heart warming yet complex and 
deep story won my heart over, and I have lost count of how many times I have read 
the whole series over. These books are timeless, and anyone can read them.”

  Alexia Laurie

Tamora Pierce, The Song of the Lioness
“Picked because it was one of the first books I ever encountered that was aimed at 
a younger reader, but that took adolescent desire seriously, was frank about the 
difference between sex and love, and then treated that as just one part of a much 
more complex story about adventure and ambition and magic. And also, because I 
never met anyone else who'd read it until I met a pretty important friend.” 

Siȃn HarrisSiȃn Harris

Beatrix Potter, The Tale of Benjamin Bunny
“This was the first book my mummy read to me. I like mummy and daddy reading 
to me (although they’re a bit slack about it) and I like the pictures.” 

Anastasia Eaton

Beatrix Potter, The Tale of Peter Rabbit
“I“I read this book to my children when they were young and am now reading it to 
my granddaughter. Sharing a book with a young child is wonderful! Also, I read 
the Latin translation at school.” 

Janette Hewitt

Chitra Ramaswamy, Expecting
“This“This was the first book about pregnancy I read after becoming pregnant myself, 
and I was so pleased to have found something that wasn’t a how-to manual, 
medical textbook or self-help book. I found the style lyrical – calming even – and 
it reminded me how much I enjoy reading memoirs, even though I rarely pick 
them from the shelves.” 

Viccy Adams
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Ayn Rand, The Fountainhead
“Although“Although I disagree with much of her political views as a person, the book itself 
is beautifully written, and much of it is about the importance of having original 
thoughts and prioritising modernity and creativity over regurgitating and 
plagiarising the past. It's a controversial book, especially with regard to the main 
female character in the book, and certainly not feminist, so perhaps an odd choice 
for a socialist radical feminist like myself; but nevertheless its message of 
non-conformity and independence of thought has stayed with me since I 
completedcompleted it, and I can remember its plot and overall message far better than many 
other novels that I've read.” 

Sara Pickin

Jean Rhys, Wide Sargasso Sea
“In dialogue across time with Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre, this is a classic 
feminist and postcolonial novel of deep poetic beauty and psychological truth.”

 Kay Syrad

Michelle Robertson, Peedie Lamb
“I chose this book as it reminds me of growing up and visiting my family in 
Orkney.” 

Sarah Adams

Rainbow Rowell, Fangirl
“Fangirl“Fangirl is easy to dismiss as being of the ‘guilty pleasure’ genre, accessible only 
to teenagers whose life revolves around a fandom. But it's a YA novel that also 
addresses growing up with crippling anxiety, navigating a family crisis, finding 
love and being able to escape to another world when it all gets too much. And the 
fandom parts are brilliant too! It is a classic coming of age tale with a millennial 
twist that leaves you feeling warm, fuzzy and full of hope.” 

Maria Hewitt

J. K. Rowling, J. K. Rowling, The Harry Potter series
“Because HP ought to be in every library (and every home for that matter). There's 
so much to the stories on so many levels and you find more and more detail the 
more you re-read them. Brilliant writing.” 

Elspeth Bleakley

Arundhati Roy, The God of Small Things
“This“This book was bought for me as a present in hardback and although it is lost from 
my book collection, I can still clearly see its cover in my mind. And much else 
about it has stayed with me. It is a story of powerful themes – love, politics, 
history, class, religion, trust – with an ambitious structure and vividly told. Its 
complex, heartbreaking beauty began the re-awakening of my desire to be a 
writer.” 

Susannah Ronnie
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Carol Shields, Unless
“A wise and compassionate look at what goodness is – written by an author at the 
end of her own life.” 

Sarah Salway

Lionel Shriver, We need to talk about Kevin
““A woman’s introspection on herself and her son. Challenging the prejudiced 
patriarchal belief that it’s always the mother’s fault.” 

Ellen Montelius

Elizabeth Smart, By Grand Central Station I Sat Down and Wept 
“This book describes one side of an intense, emotional passionate and eventually 
tragic love affair in brilliant poetic prose.” 

Bernie Froggatt

Ali Smith, Ali Smith, There but for the
“Because it’s about things that really matter, like time and capitalism and 
hospitality and disruption – but it’s also a completely uplifting read, funny and 
playful and filled with joy. It's a book I will read over and over again, and in which 
I'll find new ideas every time.” 

Jane Alexander

Ali Smith, The Accidental
“I“I read it years ago but it's always stayed with me. It's surprising, beautiful and 
honest.” 

Rebecca Cameron

Dodie Smith, I Capture the Castle
“It“It is a book about growing up, learning about love, finding one's identity and a 
book about books – most specifically the enriching and frustrating experience of 
trying to write a book. I think this novel is so current because we live in a world 
where we (re)-invent  our own identity through what we write (on social media, in 
email messages and maybe even snail-mail, for those of us who cling to this 
authentic medium) on a daily basis. Also, without being in any way saccharine, 
Smith's novel is brimming with old-world charm and we could do with a lot more 
of that in these cynical times.” of that in these cynical times.” 

Colleen Robertson

Patti Smith, Woolgathering
“She is a multi talented artist and the book is an 'impressionistic' collection of 
thoughts and poems. I'd like any woman to read it as it is quiet, thoughtful and 
very moving.” 

Anne Kelly
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Zadie Smith, Swing Time
“Swing“Swing Time is about two mixed race girls growing up in the same council estate 
– drawn together by their coloring and their lives become entwined as their 
complicated best friendship changes with their ages. The story is a beautiful ode 
to the depth and complexity of female friendships, tracing the characters’ lives 
from girlhood into womanhood. I found Swing Time to be a fast read that deftly 
tackled two complex topics that often feel woefully absent from pop media – 
female friendship and mixed race families.” 

Samantha SilverSamantha Silver

Rebecca Solnit, The Faraway Nearby
“It is a beautifully crafted book that explores and marries together a myriad of 
diverse thoughts into pithy observations about life, creativity and death. Solnit has 
a brilliant mind, strong feminist principles, and is currently busy galvanising her 
people to protest against the presidential situation in the US.” 

Susie Chassange

Nina Stibbe, Nina Stibbe, Man at the Helm
“I recommend it because it's the book I've laughed the most at as well as being a 
great story about family love.” 

Astrid Cheyne

Elizabeth Strout, My Name is Lucy Barton
“The“The pace and setting of this story has the wonderful effect of taking you far away 
from the frantic pace of life. It offers reassurance that love can endure fractured 
relationships and adversity and the love between a mother and daughter does not 
have to be perfect, it just has to be present and quietly accepted.” 

Oisin Murray

Elizabeth Strout, Olive Kitteridge
““A hymn to the complexity and beauty of 'ordinary' people. A lesson in never 
judging anyone at face value, and certainly never assuming anyone is 
dim/boring/shallow!” 

Vanessa Gebbie

Donna Tartt, The Secret History
“This“This is one of my favourite novels and the first to re-capture my imagination and 
commitment to reading as a young adult. I felt it spoke directly of me and my 
peers, thrilling, wise and provocative and not a novel 'for women'. The Secret 
History represents a female writer's complete dedication to detail, independence 
and work. Tartt stated in an interview with the Telegraph in 2013, her "holy rage" 
is writing, "If I’m not working, I’m not happy. That’s it." This commitment to her 
craft and the intricacy of her work is an empowering thing to be immersed in as a 
youngyoung woman embarking on life, career and adventure, and seeps from the pages 
of her novels.” 

Molly Roberts
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Kate Tempest, The Bricks that Built the Houses
“A debut novel from one of the most important storytellers of our time. Her 
mastery of language dazzles, and whilst as a novel it has its imperfections, her 
voice as always is urgent & gripping. She is a force – a storyteller every woman 
should know.” 

Freya Murray

ScarlettScarlett Thomas, The End of Mr Y
“Because it is a ripping yarn that tackles really big ideas with enormous ambition 
and it has talking mice. Plus it defies every stereotype of fiction by women. I love 
it very much.” 

Danuta Kean

Jill Tomlinson, The Owl Who was Afraid of the Dark
“I“I like that the book is written in a pattern with each chapter meeting a different 
person. It was funny how all the different people mistook Plop the owl for 
different things. It's a good book for people to read who are afraid of the dark 
because it shows all the ways that the dark is good. Happy reading!” 

Ruby Foster

Alice Walker, The Colour Purple
“This“This was the first novel I actually read in school...not the first I was supposed to 
read but certainly the first I did! It really impacted me in a big way and I've 
revisited it quite a few times since then. I could talk for hours about it but in short, 
that novel burst my bubble. It awakened me to a level of injustice I had never 
comprehended before. It upset me. It angered me. It sickened me. But ultimately, 
it empowered me. The darkness within the novel is heavy and overwhelming but 
there is also a light that illuminates the book's powerful beauty; alongside the 
injustice,injustice, abuse, discrimination and hierarchical hypocrisy, there is a core of 
resilience, strength, bravery and loyalty that is sustained throughout the adversity. 
That determination to survive and be heard inspired me and continues to inspire 
me in so many ways. Upon reflection, I now realise it was also this novel that first 
enabled me to recognise feminism and actually begin identifying as a feminist. 
I've just realised that.” 

Sally Angelsea

Fiona Watt, That's Not My Puppy
“I love puppies. I love to stroke puppies and pat puppies and look at pictures of 
puppies. This book is a sensory experience as I love all the different textures and 
colours, but it also contains important life lessons because lots of the puppies have 
to be not my puppy. If I had my way I would adopt them all. Especially that puppy 
whose ears are too shaggy. How can a puppy's ears be too shaggy? I love puppies.”

 Matilda Hewitt
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Lindy West, Shrill
“This“This is an incredibly personal memoir and furiously funny statement of feminist 
defiance in which Lindy West rails against the policing of women's bodies and the 
violence with which their visibility in public life is threatened and diminished. 
West speaks about what it is like to be fat or female and in the public eye, and what 
it has taught her about the politics of 21st Century society. Reading this book made 
me angry but also glad that there are people like Lindy West in the world to speak 
the things I felt but couldn't articulate.” 

Beckie DarlingtonBeckie Darlington
 
Mrs Henry Wood, East Lynne
“One“One of the three defining novels of the sensation fiction genre, East Lynne, 
published in 1861, was a phenomenal best seller. With its elaborately implausible 
plot and scandalous heroine, it is a classic example of a genre that puts rebellious 
women centre stage. With shocking subject matter such as adultery, blackmail, 
murder and insanity all alarmingly played out in the domestic setting the sensation 
novel wrestled with the social anxieties of the time. Where the gothic novel had 
such scandalous events happening in far flung places, sensation fiction put them at 
thethe heart of the upper middle class home. On the surface the bold and transgressive 
heroines of such novels had the potential to promote female empowerment, in 
reality social order is always restored with the ultimate demise of the fallen 
woman. A heady mix of outrageous melodrama and Victorian moralising from the 
pen of a very successful female novelist.” 

Verity Elson

Virginia Woolf, Orlando
“So witty, cinematic in its incredible descriptive passages, ahead of her time on the 
possibilities of gender non-conformist living, of not having to be one or the other. 
In our ‘identity fixated’ age of living I feel things are narrowing down. We are all 
the possibility of everything and Orlando is an invitation to play.” 

Fiona Leslie Bennett

Elizabeth Wurtzel, Bitch
“Mostly“Mostly because of how young I was when I read it. I had an inkling that maybe 
being a girl was not very easy and that people had certain expectations of me that 
I had no intentions of fulfilling but it was only on reading Bitch that I realised that 
this was a cultural thing. That feminism was a thing. That it was tied to all kinds 
of feelings about confidence and mental illness, that when people called me bossy 
and I felt like it wasn't a compliment, that that was because it wasn't. It cleared a 
lot of things up for me. And made me even more determined.” 

Katie CooperKatie Cooper
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Malala Yousafzai, I am Malala
“After“After hearing reports of a girl being shot for going to school, I wanted to read her 
story; the true story of the girl who stood up to the Taliban. This book not only 
teaches you the fight, courage and determination of a young girl in Pakistan, it 
leaves you feeling empowered and inspired to make changes in your own life. I 
often talk about Malala's journey to my class and how she has inspired me as a 
teacher; she is a true hero.” 

Emma Atkinson
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A conversation piece with you, the visitor

 I see pools of light on an empty section of the wall
 I hear the floor vent, like a hand-dryer
 I smell wood and woodsmoke and fresh air
 I taste the fruit bar in my mouth: illicit snacking
 I touch the embossed gold letters set in the fake, leather spines of the books
  I sense nobody: no presence, no history

Extract from my notebook, Compton Verney, January 2017

I am writing this at a table in the centre of the room, sat on a blue-padded conference 
chair. The window-blinds are up and the naked glass is dark. The blank walls above the 
three bookshelf/cupboard combinations at the corners of the room are spotlit in 
anticipation of a hanging.

MyMy eyeline falls on the decorative bookspines around the doorway, commissioned by 
Geraldine Verney in the 1860s: a canon and a treasure-trove of writing by women widely 
read in her time. But all of them are unpluckable: real leather, fake books. A thin veneer 
to show off the interests and the literary range of the wife of the reclusive 17th Lord 
Willoughby de Broke.

II wish you an interesting visit – a modified curse that resonates, perhaps, with the 
Chinese bronzes upstairs. But while I have you with me in the library I want to tell you 
what it means for me to be here, in my today (your yesterday).

II am not as deeply read as Geraldine liked to present herself as being. I have read a little 
Sappho (in translation), and heard of half a dozen or more of the other authors displayed 
on the fake book spines around the door. The inclusion of Mrs Radcliffe’s novels (which 
I have not, at this point in my life, read) makes me think that perhaps my own selections 
would be an equally mixed bag, from the multiple award winning literary fiction of 
Hilary Mantel, Ali Smith, Margaret Atwood and Alice Munro to the Fantasy series of 
Tamora Pierce and Katherine Kerr. Two of my childhood sweethearts would have to be 
foundfound room – L.M. Montgomery (for Emily of New Moon rather than the better known 
Anne of Green Gables) and Lorna Hill for her Sadlers Wells ballet series that my mother 
and I still use to explain significant moments in our lives (it’s just like when Veronica 
was late for the audition).

I wonder if my books will make it onto any of your lists – if you’ll come into this room 
and recognise my name with pleasant surprise, like a cold glass of water cutting through 
the day. Or if you’ll go home and Google for what I went on to publish and be presented 
with a perfect blank. Perhaps traces of me will ghost on in the internet, a 
de-contextualised mishmash of #amwriting updates and Instagrammed pictures of my 
hand clutching the latest paperback in my life.
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This is a strange library. While I am here the bookshelves are empty sockets. The only 
real books in the room are the ones we have brought ourselves, which pile on the table. 
I am not alone here – I have Sarah, my writing partner for this residency. And I have a 
second heartbeat echoing inside me; I am a Russian doll.

ThisThis is my first professional engagement profoundly impacted by my pregnancy. My 
view of the empty shelves is layered with nausea; I am seasick on dry land. I am 
exhausted, and attempt to nap, unsatisfactorily, around the room – head bobbing sharply 
as I sit up and read on the low-backed comfy chairs. Lying flat on Sarah’s yoga mat, my 
head angled on a rolled-up coat and my legs covered with a scarf. Pushing chairs 
together in different formations and propping up my feet, my legs, my lower back.

AsAs I sit here and write to you about the future, I am growing part of that future inside me. 
Sapping my concentration, leaving me breathless, absent-minded and short-tempered.

Unable to write, instead I prowl the rest of the house clad in my fluffy pink slippers and 
swathes of wool, surprising the cleaners and disturbing the technicians. There is a 
ferocious joy in being here during the months when the galleries are closed to visitors, 
but there is also a lack. Or perhaps the lack is something I have brought with me rather 
than found.

II have experienced loss in these halls – the pictures don’t call to me with suggestions for 
short stories. The historical snippets about the family and tenants who lived here haven’t 
given me characters. What is a writer who doesn’t write? A reader who falls asleep 
before the end of the first chapter? How am I supposed to digest this room when it feels 
as though I’m only half here?

InIn the Northern European galleries you have just walked through – in my time, when I 
was here – were gold-framed Madonna Lactans: paintings of a woman breastfeeding her 
infant. I stand and stare at them. I want to stroke the carved wooden robes of the 
nameless female saint holding a book, who stands like a guardian to the doors leading 
back through to the library. She is missing her right hand. I flex my pen-fingers, gripping 
nothing, and return to my seat.

PayingPaying close attention to the cartouche on the library door closed behind me, I can see 
that the musical nymph on the left has opted for a nursing-friendly, off the shoulder 
number in pleated green that flaps open as she raises her arms in an ecstatic, 
tambourine-clenching frolic. Her triangle-wielding companion in pink chiffon on the 
right-hand-door-panel is halfway through a turn, baring only her back to us and the full 
moon of her face as she glances to see who interrupts them.

IfIf you are fortunate then the florid Francesco de Mura – dominating the wall above the 
fireplace with a wide display of tumbling putti and brightly draped old white men on 
concrete-solid clouds – will have been replaced.
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There is some new layer to being a woman – a label I normally ignore or enjoy – that 
worries me. Reading transports me, writing is a thief of time; I travel through my books 
and words. I fly, I escape, I lose myself. But as a pregnant woman I feel reduced to my 
physicality, increasingly uncomfortable bending forward to the table or to tie my 
shoelaces. Complaining and fretting over my rolling stomach and sporadic tension 
headaches. A  trapdoor has shut between me and the journey that stories take me on. 
Somehow the hormones have stolen the key for it and instead I am the uncomfortable 
woman with the empty head, staring at bookcases equally absent of books.woman with the empty head, staring at bookcases equally absent of books.

I am explaining this to you because perhaps you came in here and expected a poem. Or 
you were looking for something on the tip of your mind – inspiration, connection, 
release, hope? And you have found a woman with her hands spread out in a shrug, a 
gesture of renouncement.

On the cartouches  – the cupboard door panels – to the left of the mantelpiece are 
hummingbirds – miracle birds – drinking from a fountain. This morning, as I walked 
from the visitor’s car park to Capability Brown’s stone sphinx-guarded bridge, I heard 
then saw a woodpecker thrumming into a tree. The tree itself had low sweeping branches 
fringed with glinting sparkles. On closer inspection, the morning dew had frozen in 
perfect droplets at the ends like Christmas decorations. I’m told there are kingfishers 
here on the estate. I would dearly love to see a kingfisher at some time in my life, before 
I die.I die.

I open one of the books I have brought with me, Expecting by Chitra Ramaswamy. 
Across two pages she lays out the history of Mary Shelley’s writing of Frankenstein, 
charting the novel’s conception through to publication alongside Shelley’s own 
pregnancies and the children she lost so very early in their lives. 

There is Frankenstein, up among the fake book spines. I wonder if Geraldine Verney lost 
a child. I think for the first time about the empty bookshelves as they might have been in 
her time and a spark hits in my throat. Were the books on the shelves mirrors of the fake 
book spines? What conversations have women had in here, withdrawing from the the 
rest of the house to take a moment to sit and read and write in company?

WhenWhen I leave here I will take that moment with me, carry it inside with my doubled 
heartbeat. I am not the first woman to sit here and be angry, fretful, serene, nauseous, 
excited and joyful. Other women will follow me into this Women’s Library, where 
women of different times, backgrounds, aspirations and dreams have sat and read and 
written. They too will stand at the window and look out to the perfect stillness of the 
water and the mirror-reflections that fill it. Through the doorways of books, worlds will 
pause in the turning of a page, lives deepened in ink and blood and memory.

VViccy Adams
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Who we are

VViccy Adams is an award winning prose writer, currently living in 
Edinburgh. Her creative non-fiction collection, There & Now: a writer’s 
perspective on everyday life in South West China, was published by 
Cargo in 2015. Her short fiction has been widely published online and 
in print anthologies, as well as live broadcast from the Edinburgh 
International Book Festival, burnt to fuel a sauna, hung on trees and 
exhibited at the V&A. She tweets @ViccyIsWriting and occasionally 
blogs wwblogs www.viccyadams.com 

Sarah Salway is the author of six books: three novels, two collections 
of poetry, and one short story collection. Her work has also appeared in 
publications as diverse as PEN International, Psychologies Magazine, 
the Financial Times, the Virago Book of the Joy of Shopping and the 
Penguin Book of Sex Poetry, and has been commissioned by BBC Radio 
4. She is a former Canterbury Laureate and RLF Fellow at both the LSE 
and the University of Kent. She writes about gardens at 
wwwww.writerinthegarden.com, and tweets @sarahsalway. Her website is 
www.sarahsalway.co.uk. 
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We asked 100 of the women in our lives - from toddlers to eighty 
year olds - what one book written by a woman they'd like to 
recommend for our virtual Women's Library, and why they picked 
it. 

VView the full list on the #100women100books Facebook Page and 
add your own choice to our virtual shelves by messaging us the 
author, title and 1-2 sentences about why you picked it. Or fill out 
the form on our website:
  
https://spreadsheetsandmoxie.wordpress.com/100women100books/ 

#100women100books#100women100books is part of Spreadsheets & Moxie: a year of 
Research and Development activities led by Viccy Adams and 
Sarah Salway, taking a rounded approach to professionalism for 
women in the creative arts.




